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A. Listening (6 Marks) 
 Listen and choose the correct answer a , b , or c: 

1-People who do this job often work in........................... 

a- laboratory                     b- chemist                   c- farm               d- school 

2. They sometimes help to find new............... 

a- medicines                      b- lessons                   c- seasons           d- vegetables 

3.They help people who are.............................. 

a- well                               b- ill                            c- fill                   d- full 

 Listen and answer the following questions 

1. What has the boy been doing for a month? …………………………………………….……. 

2. Why does he want to become faster? …………………..………................................…...… 

3. What should he do? ……………………………………….……….................…..…………..…….. 

B. Language Functions (8 Marks) 
 Complete the following dialogue: 

Fady is asking Omar about bis job. 

Fady : What's your job, Omar ? 

Omar : I'm a ............................... .I work in a chemist's near my house. 

Fady : When did you .........doing your job ? 

Omar : I started it a year ago. 

Fady : How ..........................do you work every day ? 

Omar : ................................... 7 hours a day. 

 Supply the missing parts in the following two mini-dialogues : 

Ayman : How often do patients come and see you ? 

Adel :……………………………………………………......................……………. 

Ashraf :…………………………………………………………………..........……? 

Nader : I've been playing tennis for ten years. 

C Reading Comprehension(8 Marks) 
 Read the following , then answer the questions : 

     Seham needs money. She wants to get a job, but she doesn't want any job. 

She wants a job that pays a lot. She wants a job that gives her power, but she 

does not have a degree. She does not want to work at a restaurant. She does 

not like the idea of obeying people's orders. She does not want to work at an 

office. That is boring. People tell her that she should accept any job because 

she doesn't have a degree. 

A) Answer the following questions : 

1- Why does Seham need a job? 

…………………………………………………………...........………………………………………………. 

2- Why should she accept any job? 

…………………………………………………………...........………………………………………………. 

3- Do you like working at a restaurant? Why / Why not? 

…………………………………………………………...........………………………………………………. 

B) Choose the correct answer : 

4- If Seham wants to get a good job, she should have ………………………… 

a money                b. a degree                    c. power                 a. an idea 
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5- For Seham, working in an office is ………………………… 

a boring               b. interesting                 c. easy                    d. enjoyable  

Marks)(8 The Reader  D. 
a. Match column A with column B: 

a. about the advert. 1. Mr. Wilson 

b. accepted to start work. 2. Mr. Spaulding told Mr. Wilson 

c. When Holmes told him true information 

about himself. 

3. Mr. Spaulding and Mr. Wilson 

d. When he saw an advert for a job. 4. Mr Wilson was surprised 

e. met Mr. Ross. 1. (    )    2. (    )   3. (    )   4. (     ) 

b. Answer the following questions: 

1. What did Mr Spaulding show Mr Wilson?……………………………………….………………… 

2. What was Mr Holmes clever at? ……………………………………………… 

3. Do you think it was unusual that Mr Ross gave Mr Wilson the job? Why ? Why not? 

……………………………………………………………………………………..…………..…………… 

4. Do you think that Mr Wilson will find it difficult  to do both this job and his job in 

the shop? Why?  

…………………………………………………………...........………………………………………………. 

Vocabulary & Structure (14 Marks) E 
Choose the correct answer from a, b , c or d  

1. The..................... asked me some questions about the job I'd like to do. 

a. interviewer             b. interview                 c. employee           d. receptionist 

2.................. has she been drawing a picture ? 

a. How tall                  b. How often                c. How long          d. How many 

3. When did you start................... this story? 

a. wrote                     b. writes                       c. write                 d. writing 

4. It's been raining.................... 

a. all day                   b.day                             c. the day            d. yesterday 

5. For the last hour, I..................... English. 

a.'m learning              b. have learnt              c. have been learning      d. learnt 

6. If you see an accident, dial 123 for a/an.................... 

a. ambufance             b. help                          c. operation               d. examination 

7. Dr Tamer................... sick people carefully. 

a. examines                b. asks                         c. teaches                    d. waits 

8. I wrote all the things I want to do in my ………………… 

a. phone                     b. mobile                      c. diary                      d. calender  

Read and correct the underlined words: 

1. An engineer tells us about ancient sites.                              (…………………………) 

2. What's your part ? - A chemist.                                            (…………………………) 

3. My sister spends much time talking in the phone.                (…………………………) 

Marks) 6(Writing  -F 
Write a paragraph of six sentences on:  

" A mobile health clinic" 

……................................................……………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………...........………………………………………………. 

……................................................……………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………...........………………………………………………. 

…………………………………………………………...........………………………………………………. 

…………………………………………………………...........………………………………………………. 
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A. Listening (6 Marks) 

 Listen and choose the correct answer a , b , or c: 

1- Where do you write the words ?  

a) On paper      b) On the walls     c) In lists    d) In diagrams  

2- What do you write in lists and diagram ? 

a) Important    b) Important information     c) Vocabulary     d) Revision 

3- Where do you stick the paper ? 

a) On the walls    b) On lists     c) In diagrams    d) In revision 

 Listen and answer the following questions 

1- What exam does the text talk about ? ....................................................................... 

2- What should you have for this exam ? ...................................................................... 

3- How does a map help you do ? .......................................................................  

B. Language Functions (8 Marks) 
 Complete the following dialogue: 

Miss Rawia is congratulating Mazin on his achievement. 

Miss Rawia : Well (1)...................., Mazin. I really liked your story. 

Mazin        : Thank you, Miss Rawia. 

Miss Rawia : You used some very good sentences. You also only (2)........two  

                  spelling mistakes. Well done! 

Mazin : Should I (3) ..................the words I spelt wrongly in my copybook ? 

Miss Rawia : Yes,it's a good idea.That way you won't make the same(4)............. again. 

Mazin :Thankyou so much. Miss Rawia. 

 Supply the missing parts in the following two mini-dialogues : 

Tamer : I've succeeded in the final exam. 

Nader : …………………………………………………………………………..! 

Tamer : Thanks a lot. 

 Mohammed:……………………………………………………………………………..? 

Nabila : I used flour and butter to make that cake. 

Mohammed : That's really good. 

C Reading Comprehension(8 Marks) 
 Read the following , then answer the questions : 

  You should try the following way to remember new vocabulary in English. First, you 

should write down the new words on a piece of paper. Look at the words for a few 

minutes and try to memorise them. When you think that you can remember them, put 

some paper over the words. If you know the words, you should be able to write them 

again correctly. You shouldn’t worry if you write them all wrongly. Just try again. 

You'll write them correctly! 

A) Answer the following questions : 

1 – What should students do if they don't write the new vocabulary correctly?  

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2 – Should you write down the new words?  

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3- What does the word "them" refer to? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

B) Choose the correct answer : 

4- You ..............worry if you don’t write them all correctly. 
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    a) shouldn  b) shouldn’t   c) must    d) will  

5- The opposite of correctly is ........................... 

    a) happily   b) wrongly               c) better   d) sadly 

D. The Reader (8 Marks) 
a. Match column A with column B: 

a) used to be a labourer. 1. Holmes looked at Mr Wilson’s  
b) face, hands and clothes 2. Wilson visited Holmes and asked him  
c) a wonderful detective 3. Holme s  re a l i zed  th a t  Wi l son   
d) to solve a mystery. 4. Wilson  be l ie ve d  Holme s  wa s   
e) to solve a chemistry  

b. Answer the following questions: 

1- How much was the pay? .................................................................................... 

2- Why did Mr Wilson accept the job? 

……................................................…………………………………………...………………… 

3- Why do you think Mr Spaulding pushed past all the men who were waiting outside 

the office? ……................................................……………………….....…………………… 

4- Why was there a lot of crime in England at the end of the nineteenth century? 

……................................................…………………………………………………...………… 

E Vocabulary & Structure (14 Marks) 

Choose the correct answer from a, b , c or d  

1.When children speak to adults, they............. say Mr, Mrs or Miss and their name. 

a. should              b. shouldn't                  c. mustn't                        d. can't 

2. Water is very important. We ………………… waste it. 

a. should             b. have to                      c. shouldn't                     d. had to 

3- You should.................able to write the words correctly. 

a. being                b. be                             c. to be                          d. to being 

4. How ……………………revision have you done this week ? 

a. many                 b. much                       c. long                           d. often 

5.You shouldn't stay in the sun too long. This is a good ………………… 

a. ability                 b. necessity                c. advice                        d. law 

6....................students can't get good results. 

a. Nervous              b. Happy                     c. Calm                         d. Free 

7. The ……………….. is inside your head. 

a. nose                     b. hair                        c. brain                       d. leg 

8.You can invent.................... to help you remember important facts. 

a. telephones          b. rhymes                    c. machines                 d. seats 

Read and correct the underlined words: 

1. You should take a ten-minutes break during study.                                (…………………………) 

2. Before travelling, you have to back your bags.                                       (…………………………) 

3. What does Judy's father advice her to do ?                                         (…………………………) 

(…………………………)                                                                    up early. getting4. You should  

Writing (6 Marks) -F 

Write a paragraph of six sentences on: 

" The hobby you like most" 

……................................................……………………………………………………………

…....…………………………….………………………………………………………………....…… 

……................................................……………………………………………………………

…....…………………………….……………………………....……………………………………… 
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A. Listening (6 Marks) 
 Listen and choose the correct answer a , b , or c: 

1. What did Mahmoud start? 

a. playing chess          b. taking photos           c. studying           d. sleeping 

2. Where did Mahmoud go on his school trip? To the …………… . 

a. museum                 b. Port Said                  c. Lake Nasser     d. Aswan 

3. Where did Mahmoud put the photo of the lake? In ………. . 

a. an album           b. the school magazine    c. his science book  d. the library.  

 Listen and answer the following questions 

1. What did Ramses Wassef start? .............................................................................   

2. When did he start it? .............................................................................................   

3. Why did he want to teach people how to weave? ..................................................   

B. Language Functions (8 Marks) 

 Complete the following dialogue: 

Maher and Adel are talking about Wissa Wassef 

Maher : What did Ramses Wassef start in the village of Harraniyya ? 

Adel : Ramses Wassef started the Wissa Wassef Art ....................... 
Maher : ................. did he start it ? 

Adel : ................... 1950 s, with his wife Sophie.  

Maher : Would you like to.................... the centre ? 

Adel : Yes, because they could produce beautiful tapestries.         

 Supply the missing parts in the following two mini-dialogues : 

 Sara : What's your favourite craft? 

Haneen :…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 Ahmed : What's the first thing to do to learn English ? 

Mohamed : To read books in English. 

Ahmed : ……………………………………………………………………………….............………..? 

Mohamed :To listen to radio programmes in English. 

C Reading Comprehension(8 Marks) 
 Read the following , then answer the questions : 

  Mrs Safaa likes performing arts and crafts with her kids at school. The children wanted 

to make something. They were very excited. Mrs Safaa had a lot of paper and things. The 

children asked what they were going to make. Mrs Safaa told them that they were going 

to make animal masks. She gave them the paper. Everyone began colouring and cutting. 

The turn began. Some made rabbit masks. Some made lion masks. All of them had fun. 

When they finished, they all put their masks on. After having a lot of fun, the kids 

cleaned up the rubbish. It was a very nice day for everyone. 

A) Answer the following questions : 

1- What does Mrs Safaa like doing at school?………...…………………………………………………… 

2- How did the children feel? ............................................................................................................................ 

3- Do you like making animal masks? ................................................................................................................ 
B) Choose the correct answer : 

4- The children made .................. masks. 
a. rabbit                                     b. fox                               c.elephant                   d rabbit and lion 
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5- At the end, the children felt ..................... 
a. sad                                         b. happy                         c. nervous                    d. ill  

Reader (8 Marks) D. The 
a. Match column A with column B: 

a) why the office was closed. 1. S h e r l o ck  H ol m e s  a nd  D r  Wa t son 

b)  w ent  to  th e  v i o l in  con c e rt . 2. M r  Wi l s on  a s k ed  t h e  la nd lo rd   

c) Mr Ross was waiting for him.. 3. S h e r l o c k  H o l m e s  a n d  D r  W a t s o n  w e n t  t o   

d) Mr spaulding was waiting for him.. 4. W h e n  M r  W i l s o n  a r r i v e d  a t  t h e  o f f i c e ,   

e) Mr Wilson’s shop.  

b. Answer the following questions: 

1- What did Mr Wilson copy in the book? 

……………………………………………………………………….…………………………………… 

2- How much money did Mr Wilson receive at the end of the week? 

……………………………………………………………………….…………………………………… 

3- Which place do you think the thief would be interested in? 

…………………………………………………………………….……………………………………… 

4- Why do you think Holmes asked Mr Wilson about Mr Spaulding? 

……………………………………………………………………….……………………………………  

E Vocabulary & Structure (14 Marks) 
Choose the correct answer from a, b , c or d  

1- ……… story which I read yesterday was very interesting, 

a. A                         b.An                  c.The                      d. No article 

2. Have you bought………….. new umbrella ? 

a. a                         b. an                 c. the                       d. no article 

3- ………….. he is old, he practises sports. 

a. Although             b. Because        c. So                        d. But 

4. I play basketball at………….. school. 

a. a                         b.an                  c.the                        d. no article 

5. My hobby is making ……….. cars. 

a. electric               b. medal            c. modern               d. model 

6. I need a large ………….. for our living room floor. 

a. leaflet                b. carpet            c. tapestry              d. tapescript 

7. Ahmed likes............ stamps. 

a. collecting          b. visiting           c. sewing               d. taking 

8. Can you........... your clothes? 

a. start                 b. sew                 c. do                       d. like 

Read and correct the underlined words: 

(……………………)   made carpets!-. She makes the best handreaderMy mum is a great  .1 

(……………..……)                         .wood2. In winter, people usually wear clothes made of  

(……..……………)                                                change the colour of a material.  Dries3.  

(…….……………)                  are made by weaving. are pictures or designs that Stamps4.  

Marks) 6(Writing  E 
Write an email of six sentencesn to your friend Ahmed about : 

"Making models" 

Your name is Mahmoud 

……..................................................……………………………………………………………

…....…………………………….………………………………………………………………………

………………………………..…………….............………………………………………………… 

………………………………..…………….............………………………………………………… 

………………………………..…………….............………………………………………………… 
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Listening (6 Marks)A.  
 Listen and choose the correct answer a , b , or c: 

1- Where was the trip to ?  

a) Fayoum                     b) Aswan                   c) Luxor                        d) Suez  

2- How did Tamer go to the Island ? 

a) By car                       b) By train                 c) On foot                     d) By boat 

3- What did the Island have ? 

a) Ariver                      b) A temple                 c) A cinema                  d) A hotel  

 Listen and answer the following questions 

1- Where is Djara Cave ? ………………..........……………………....…………………………….…  

2- What can you enjoy doing there ? …..........……………………....…………………………….  

3- What do the rocks look like there? ………………………....……………...……………….  

B. Language Functions (8 Marks) 
 Complete the following dialogue: 

Ashraf and his brother Sami are talking about their holiday in Aswan 

Ashraf: I am enjoying our …………….. in Aswan. 

Sami: I am enjoying it, too. There is a beautiful  ……………… opposite our hotel. 

Ashraf : Yes , the island is called Elephantine Island. 

Sami: I know …………… the island has that name.  

Ashraf: I know why, too! It’s because the ….....…… in the river look like elephants! 

 Supply the missing parts in the following two mini-dialogues : 

 Soha : : How often do you play chess ? 

     Ramy  : ……………………………………............……….…………………………………. 

 Sara : ……………………………………………………………………………..…………. ? 

    Mona : Well, but the thing is, I’m really frightened of bats. 

C. Reading Comprehension(8 Marks) 
 Read the following , then answer the questions : 

    Queen Elizabeth the second is the Queen of England. Her husband is Prince Philip, 

the Queen and Prince Philip have four children. They have one daughter and three 

sons, their daughter is Princess Anne, Their sons are Prince Charles, Prince Andrew 

and Prince Edward, Prince Charles is the oldest and Prince Edward is the youngest, 

Prince Charles’ wife is called Diana. They have two sons called Prince William and 

Prince Harry. William is older than Harry. 

A- Answer the following questions: 

1) Who is prince Philip? ………………………………………....…....…………………………. 

2) How many children do Philip and Elizabeth have? …………....………………………… 

3) How many daughters does The queen have ? …………....…………………………….… 

B- Choose the correct answer from a , b , c or d: 

3- Prince Charles' wife is called....................... 

a) Anne       b) Jane           c) Diana     d) Sandra 

4- Prince Charles is ................... than Prince Edward 

a) younger    b) older          c) clever     d) shorter 

 

D. The Reader (8 Marks) 
a. Match column A with column B: 
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a) met the manager . 1. Mr. Spaulding pushed past  
b) all the men outside the office. 2. Mr. Spaulding took Mr Wilson.  
c) to The-Headed League 3. Mr. Wilson and Mr Spaulding  
d) waiting outside the bank. 4. There were a lot of men with red hair 
e) waiting outside the office. 1. (   )  2. (    )   3. (    )   4. (    ) 

b. Answer the following questions: 

1- Why was Mr Wilson surprised when he was listening to Holmes?  

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

2- What was Mr Holmes clever at ? 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

3-Why do you think Mr Spaulding wanted Mr Wilson to get a job with the Red- Headed 

League ? --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

4- Do You think that Mr Wilson will find it difficult to do both this job and his job in the 

shop ? ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

E Vocabulary & Structure (14 Marks) 
Choose the correct answer from a, b , c or d  

1- There was a lot of …………. next to the river, so it was diffcult to walk there. 

      a- path   b- tent    c- straw   d- mud 

2- The …………. up the mountain was used every week, so it was easy to follow. 

      a- path   b- tent    c- straw   d- bat 

3- The family put their………….in the car and drove to the country for the weekend. 

      a- mud   b- tent    c- path  d- bat 

4- The farmer put …………. on the ground for the sheep to lie on. 

      a- path   b- mud            c- straw   d- bat 

5- Soon it was dark, and we saw a ………….  fly through the night sky.  

      a- path   b- tent    c- straw   d- bat 

6- My uncle is a …..…....... He works at an animal clinic. 

      a- doctor   b- teacher                   c- engineer   d- vet 

7-  The …..…...... around Fayoum is beautiful.  

      a- island   b- scenery                   c- cities   d- sand  

8- There are sand …..…...... around Wadi al-Rayan. 

     a- dunes   b- mud            c- caves   d- islands  

Read and correct the underlined words: 

1- I love going camping and sleeping in waves.                              (......................) 

2- Omar said that he is enjoying his trip to Luxor.            (......................) 

3- The vet showed us the way around the temple.            (......................) 

4- We flew above Cairo in a plane, we watched the beautiful communication.(.................) 

Marks) 6(Writing   -F 

Write a paragraph of six sentences on: 

'' Camping '' 

……................................................……………………………………………………………

…....…………………………….………………………………………………………………………

…....…………………………….……………………………………………………………………… 
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A. Listening (6 Marks) 
 Listen and choose the correct answer a , b , or c: 

1- Where do Japanese students wear a uniform ? At……………. school. 

a) primary        b) preparatory     c) secondary   d) university  
2- When do most Japanese students practise sports and music ? 

a) At school    b) After school    c) Before school    d) At break 

3- Do most students have private lessons ? 
a) Yes        b) No         c) I don't know      d) Not in the text  
 Listen and answer the following questions 

1- When did the family come to Egypt?………………………………………….. 

2- How long did they stay in the hotel?………………………………………….. 

3- What activities were there?………………………………………………….. 

B. Language Functions (8 Marks) 
 Complete the following dialogue: 

 Medhat is asking Mostafa about some rules. 

Medhat: Hello. Is it OK ……………….. I ask you some questions about rules? 

Sami    : That's …………………..     

Medhat: Where do you  ………………to read quietly ? 

Sami   : In a library.  

Medhat: Where do you have to  ……………….a ticket ? 

Sami   : On a bus or train. 

 Supply the missing parts in the following two mini-dialogues : 

Marwa : Could you tell me whether you have to wash up ?  

   Nabila: ………………………………………………………………………..………………….…….  

Atef : …………………………………………………………………………………………………?   

   Sayed : Not at all. 

   Atef :Where's the nearest hospital ? 

   Sayed : It's at the end of this street. 

C Reading Comprehension(8 Marks) 
 Read the following , then answer the questions : 

   We wanted to find out where university students study. For our survey , we asked 

questions to 100 students. 55% of students study in a library. 20% of students like to 

study in the living room. 10% study in their bedroom. This is the same as the number 

of students who study in the classroom. Only 5% of students like to study outside. The 

results show that a library is the most popular place to study. 

A) Answer the following questions : 

1. Find a word in the text that means ''discover''?  

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..…. 

2. How many students study in the classroom? 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..…. 

3. Which place is the most popular for studying? 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..…. 

B) Choose the correct answer : 

4. The researchers asked ……………… students in a university. 

     a. 100    b. 55    c. 20    d. 10 

5. There are twenty students likes to study in their …………………………………..  
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     a.living room   b. bedroom  c. the classroom   d. library  

D. The Reader (8 Marks) 
a. Match column A with column B: 

a) went to Mr Wilson's shop. 1. Mr Wi l son   
b)was Mr wilsin's assiatant. 2. Sh e r lock  Holme s  
c) spoke to the landlord of the office.  3. Sh er lock  Holme s a nd  Dr  Wa tson   
d) was a wonerful detective.  4. M r  W i l s on  me t  M r  R o s s   
e) at the office of The Red-Headed League.  

b. Answer the following questions: 

1- How do we know that Sherlock Holmes likes music?  

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..…. 

2- How long did Mr Wilson work at the Red-Headed League ? 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..…. 

3-Why do you think Holmes asked Mr Wilson about Mr Spaulding ? 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..…. 

4- Why do you think that Mr Wilson found his work foolish ? 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..…. 

E Vocabulary & Structure (14 Marks) 
Choose the correct answer from a, b , c or d  

1- On a …………… you have to buy a ticket. 

 a) library       b) shop         c) street          d) train  

2- Don't eat too many sweets! They are ……………….. 

a) healthy       b) necessary    c) unhealthy      d) possible 

3- You have to put books on the ………………. 
a) library      b) bookshop     c) bed             d) bookcase 

4- I'm doing a…………. about jobs in the house. 
a) souvenir     b) survey       c) skirt            d) servant 

 5- HI, Tamer…....... I ask you some question for our homework tonight? 

a) Do you mind       b) Is it OK if   c) Could you tell me                  d) Do you know if 

6- You……… read quietly in the library. 

a)don't have    b) doesn't have to   c) have to     d) has to 

7- Before you eat, you have to ………….. the table 

a) set            b) sit                 c) make        d) do 

8- Children……….. six can go to primary school. 

 a) named        b) aged               c) came        d) went   

Read and correct the underlined words: 

1- In a library, you have to read noisily.                                           (………………..………) 

2-We all have to make jobs at home.                                                (…….….………………) 

3- Noha didn't have to her homework every day.                              (…….………………….) 

4- My father always dives me to school.                                            (…………….…………..) 

Marks) 6(Writing  -F 
Write an email of six sentences : 

" What jobs do you do at home " 

……................................................……………………………………………………………

…....…………………………….………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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A. Listening (6 Marks) 
 Listen and choose the correct answer a , b , or c: 

1- What is the air around the earth called ? 

a) Pollution   b) Atmosphere      c) Carbon dioxide  d)Gas 
2- Is carbon dioxide a natural dioxide ? 

a) Yes         b) No               c) Maybe        d) I don't know 
3- What else can cause carbon dioxide ? 
a) Pollution       b) Gases          c) The earth      d) Containers 

 Listen and answer the following questions 

1- What can Jatropha plant help stop? 

............................................................................................................................... 

2- What does the Jatropha plant have ? 

............................................................................................................................... 

3- What does the Jatropha plant seed contain? 

............................................................................................................................... 

B. Language Functions (8 Marks) 
  Complete the following dialogue 

Nadia and Maged are talking about global warming. 

Nadia : What do you know ................................... global warming ? 

Maged : It means.................................. the temperature on the earth. 

Nadia : How does it happen ? 

Maged : When there's too much carbon dioxide in the.............................. 

Nadia : What bad effects does the global warming cause ? 

Maged : If the earth gets hotter, the ice in Arctic will melt and cause .....................  

 Supply the missing parts in the following two mini-dialogues : 

 Samy : Do you think plants and trees are good for the atmosphere ? 

Bassem : ………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

Naira :…………………………………………………………………………………………………..? 

Wafaa :Two thirds of the rainforests are not there anymore. 

C Reading Comprehension(8 Marks) 
 Read the following , then answer the questions : 

     Green is a beautiful colour! In nature, the grass that you walk on is green and 

the leaves that you see on trees are usually green. Most of the plants that you see 

are green, too! Frogs ore green and many grasshoppers are green, too. Turtles 

are of different greens. 

Did you know that you con make green colour by mixing blue and yellow? Because 

you can make green by mixing two colours, it is called a secondary colour. Green 

is also the name used to describe the movement make things that do not harm 

the Earth. 

A) Answer the following questions : 

1- What are green things in nature? 

............................................................................................................................... 

2- What are green animals the passage talked about? 

............................................................................................................................... 

3- Why do you think most people like the green colour? 
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............................................................................................................................... 

B) Choose the correct answer : 

4- We can get green by mixing …………………………. 

d. yellow and grey     b. black and white     c. blue and yellow     c. red and yellow 

5- The underlined word "harm" means …………………………. 

a. protect                  b. hurt                      c. clean                       d. keep 

D. The Reader (8 Marks) 
a. Match column A with column B: 

a. explained that it was unusual to have so much gold in one bank. 1. Holmes and Watson 
b. met Peter Jones to catch thieves. 2. Holmes 
c. climbed out of the hole and into the cellar. 3. A young man         
d. stole the gold from the cellar. 4. Merryweather   

e. were friends.  
b. Answer the following questions: 

1. What did Holmes look at in the cellar?   

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………   

2.How could thieves come into the cellar ? 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………        

3. Do you think Clay was a bad man ? Why / Why not ? 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………        

4. Who do you think was helping John Clay ?   

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………        

E Vocabulary & Structure (14 Marks) 
Choose the correct answer from a, b , c or d  

1- Trees help the …………………………. 

a. energy                        b. environment                    c. rainforests        d. pollution 

2- The air around the earth is called…………………………. 

a. the atmosphere          b. global warming                c. fuel                  d. desertification 

3- If you eat too many sweets, you ………………………….have bad teeth. 

a. won't                         b. will                                    c. will to              d. didn't 

4- In my ………………………….Shady will pass the test. 

a. problem                    b. best                                   c. opinion            d. fact 

5- If Waleed ………………………….this book. he will learn about the Ancient Egyptians 

a. will read                    b. reads                                c. reading           d. to read 

6- The seeds of the plants ………………………….oil. 

a. consist                      b. continue                             c. protect             d. contain 

7- If you see Hassan ………………………….tell him about our family party? 

a. you will                     b. will you                            c. would you            d. you would 

8- If Karim forgets his glasses, he ………………………….to read. 

a. will able be              b. won't be able                      c. will be able         d. won't 

Read and correct the underlined words: 

( ………………………. )                         desertification.  stop1. Cutting trees and plants  

( ………………………. )                                           oil.  consist2. Jatropha plant's seeds  

) ( ……………………….                                                water.  wasteis important to  t3. I 

( ………………………. )              break during my study. minutes-4. I always have a five 

Marks) 6(Writing  -F 
Write a paragraph of six sentences :  

"Desertification" 

…................................................……………………………………………………………

…....…………………………….………………………………………………………………. 
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A. Listening (6 Marks) 
 Listen and choose the correct answer a , b , or c: 

1- What does the air usually contain ? 
a) Water     b) Water vapour      c) Smoke       d) Clouds 

2- How is water vapour in air blown  ? 

a) By mountains   b) By snow       c) By the wind   d) By trees 
3- When does the air move up  ? 
a) When it meets a mountain         b) When it becomes cool 

c) When it has water vapour         d) When it is hot 

Listen and answer the following questions  

1- At what temperature is ice made ? 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

2- Where can ice be seen in Summer ? 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

3- What are clouds moved by ?  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

B. Language Functions (8 Marks) 
  Complete the following dialogue 

A student is asking his teacher about an experiment. 

Student : How is the cloud formed in the bottle ?  

Teacher : I'll explain what  …………………When you press the bottle, the temperature rises.     

Student : Do you …………………….. that it gets hotter ? 

Teacher : Yes,When you stop pressing the bottle,the temperature falls.……that clear to you? 

Student : Yes, I  ……………… 

Teacher : This causes condensation. 

 Supply the missing parts in the following two mini-dialogues : 

 Samy : Put some water into a plastic bottle. Are you following me? 

Maged  : ………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Nahed :…………………………………………………………………………………………………..? 

Wafaa : The clouds are formed by billions of drops join together.. 

C Reading Comprehension(8 Marks) 
 Read the following , then answer the questions : 

     Egypt is a hot country. In July, there are almost 400 hours of sunshine in Cairo, 

Aswan and Siwa. That long period of sunshine can be good or bad. It is good because 

it gives us energy. It helps children to get strong and healthy- But it can burn people's 

skin if they stay out between noon and 3 p.m. In Egypt, we are lucky to have a long 

period of sunshine all the year round. So, millions of tourists like to visit Egypt, 

especially, in summer. Moreover, sunshine is good for many crops and fruit to grow, 

but they can't grow if there isn't enough water. 

A) Answer the following questions : 

1- How many hours of sunshine are there in Cairo, Aswan and Siwa in July? 

............................................................................................................................... 

2- Sunshine is good for health. How? 

............................................................................................................................... 

3- What do you think of Egypt's weather in winter? 

............................................................................................................................... 
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B) Choose the correct answer : 

4- The underlined pronoun "they" refers to …………………………. 

a. tourists           b. children              c. people               d. crops and fruit 

5- People should stay at home between …………………………. and 3 p.m. 

a.10a.m              b. 2 p.m                  c. 12 p.m              d. 1 p.m. 

D. The Reader (8 Marks) 
a. Match column A with column B: 

a. spoke to the landlord of the office 1. Holmes 

b. looked at Wilson's face, hands and clothes 2. Holmes and Watson 

c.wanted to take the gold from the bank on Sunday. 3.Wilson 

d. returned to Baker Street. 4. The thieves          

e. wanted to take the gold from the bank on Saturday  

b. Answer the following questions: 

1. What was Mr Spaulding doing in the cellar ? 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………        

2. Where was Mr Merryweather's bank ?   

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………        

3. Who do you think Sherlock Holmes wanted to see after the violin concert ? 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………        

4. Why do you think the bank manager worried about having a lot of gold in the cellar? 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………        

E Vocabulary & Structure (14 Marks) 
Choose the correct answer from a, b , c or d  

1- There is water on the inside of the car window this morning. This is ………………. 

a. evaporation              b. water vapour             c. condensation             d. rain 

2-Where can ice………………………….seen in summer? 

a. is                              b. are                             c. be                             d. been 

3- After you drink water from a bottle, put the ………………………….on it. 

a. law                           b. lid                              c. lie                            d. land 

4- About how many cars ………………………….in China each year? 

a. are bringing             b. brought                      c. are brought            d. bring 

5- How ore clouds ………………………….? - When billions of water drops join together. 

a. taken                       b. done                             c. called                   d. formed 

6- Where are white tigers ………………………….? 

a. find                         b. found                          c. finds                       d. finding 

7- My school is near my house. It is a / an …………………………. 

a. advantage                 b. disadvantage                c. smoke               d. condensation 

8- Clouds are blown ………………………….the wind. 

a. of                               b. by                                 c. to                       d. for 

Read and correct the underlined words: 

( ……………………. )                                                             can burn your skin. Sunrise. 1 

( ……………………. )on Channel                              showMy favourite TV programme is  -2 

( …………….... ). evaporationWhen water vapour turns to small drops of water, this is  -3 

) ….……………….(                         most in the Ivory Coast? speakingWhich language is  -4 

Marks) 6(Writing  -F 
Write a paragraph of six sentences :  

"My school day" 

……................................................……………………………………………………………

…....…………………………….……………………………………………………………………… 
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A. Listening (6 Marks) 
 Listen and choose the correct answer a , b , or c: 

1- What are they going to talk about? 

a) The history of trains      b) Modern trains   c) Fast trains        d) Old trains 

2- In which country were the first train used  ? 

a) In China      b) In Egypt       c) In France    d) In England 

3- Were the first trains all used in factories ? 

a) Yes        b) No               c) Maybe      d) Not in the text 

 Listen and answer the following questions: 

1- Where was coffee discovered ? 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------- 

2- When was coffee discovered ? 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------- 

3- How was the drink of coffee used ?  

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------- 

B. Language Functions (8 Marks) 
 Complete the following dialogue: 

Teacher : Today, I'm going to (1) --------------about the history of computer games. 

Student : I think the first computer (2)---------------- for TV was a tennis game, in 1967. 

Teacher : You're right, I'lI tell you something (3) --------- about computer games in 

                1970s. 

Student : What's that, sir? 

Teacher : They were very expensive. 

Student : Oh! But (4)--------------we can play games on the internet. 

 Supply the missing parts in the following two mini-dialogues : 

Nabila : Who first used candle clock?  

Ghada: ……………………………………………………………………………..………………….…….  

Marwan : ……………………………………………………………………………………………?   

 Eman : Wright brothers made the first flight. 

C Reading Comprehension(8 Marks) 
 Read the following , then answer the questions : 

      Leonardo da Vinci was one of the world's greatest men. He was born in Italy in 

1452 and died in 1519. He was a great artist and scientist. He invented many things. 

He studied the body and how plants grew. He drew the first aeroplane. He also drew 

a ship that could go under the 

sea. Leonardo painted one of the most famous paintings in the world. It is called "The 

Mona Lisa", and we can see it in Paris, France. "The Mono Lisa" is a painting of a 

woman. Nobody knows who she was. 

A- Answer the following questions: 

1- Where was Leonardo da Vinci born? ................................................................ 

2- What's "the Mono Lisa"?.................................................................................. 

3- What does the underlined pronoun "it" refer to? ............................................... 

B- Choose the correct answer from a,b,c or a: 

4- Leonardo do Vinci lived ----------- years. 

a) fifty-two                        b) seventy                    c) sixty-seven                 d) forty 

5- Leonardo da Vinci ----------- the first aeroplane. 
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a) made                             b) saw                          c) flew                          d) drew 

D. The Reader (8 Marks) 
a. Match column A with column B: 

a) at 221 b Baker Street at 10 o'clock. 1. The four men. 

b) went down into the bank's cellar. 2. Dr Watson met Holmes  

c) was waiting for Wilson at the office.  3. John clay  

d) was Mr Wilson's assistant.  4. Mr Spaulding 

e) climbed out of a hole in the floor.  

b. Answer the following questions: 

1. What did Mr Wilson have to do at the Red-Headed League? 

........................................................................................................................ 

2. Why do you think that Mr Wilson found his work foolish? 

........................................................................................................................ 

3. How do we know that Dr Watson does not understand what Sherlock Holmes is 

thinking? ......................................................................................................... 

4. Why does Holmes want to speak to Mr Spaulding? 
........................................................................................................................ 

E Vocabulary & Structure (14 Marks) 
Choose the correct answer from a, b , c or d  

1.The ……………………. of the femtosecond affected science a lot. 

a. invitation                   b. discovery                c. studying               d. reading 

2. There are a lot of……………………. tn the fireplace. Please, clean it. 

a. foods                         b. dishes                     c. ashes                   d. pots 

3. A……………………. is a period often years. 

a. season                       b. decade                    c. century                d. anniversary 

4. When it's sunny in summer, I stand by a high building making good use of its ………… 

a. shadow                      b. height                    c. width                    d. kind 

5. That hotel……………………. 20 years ago. 

a. built                          b. builds                     c. is built                 d. was built 

6. My car……………………. yesterday. I'll call a mechanic to repair it. 

a was repaired              b. wasn't repaired      c.is repaired         d. isn't repaired 

7. This cake ……………………. by my sister. 

a. is making                   b. makes                    c. was made            d. was making 

8. That flat……………………. last year. 

a. was painted                b. was painting           c. paints                 d. painted 

Read and correct the underlined words: 

(……………..………)                              in Ethiopia .                   growingCoffee was  -1 

(…………….…………)                          .       decade  
th

1999 was the last year of the 20 -2 

(…….……………….)                        built 4.500 years ago.        isThe great Pyramid  -3 

(………….…………..)                     in medicine.  inventionsScientists make important  -4 

Writing (6 Marks) -F 
Write a paragraph of six sentences on: 

Windmills 

……................................................…………………………………………………………

……....…………………………….…………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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A. Listening (6 Marks) 
 Listen and choose the correct answer a , b , or c: 

1. Where was Ali taken this morning? 

a) home      b) to hospital       c) to the gym    d) to his class 

2- What happened in the gym? 

a) Ali hurt his head  b) Ali broke his leg c)Ali hurt his leg d) Ali broke his arm 

3- Where is Ali now ? 

a) in hospital    b) in school      c) at home       d) in the gym 

 Listen and answer the following questions: 

1- What is put into an area of land?................................................................... 

2- What happens when it is sunny?.................................................................... 

3- What can we usge after  this happens? 

……………………………………………………………………………….………………………… 

B. Language Functions (8 Marks) 
 Complete the following dialogue: 

Amr and Taha are talking about the stars and planets. 

Amr : Who were some of the first people to (1) .............. the stars ? 

Taha : The ancient Egyptians. Glass was made first in Egypt in around 3500 BCE. 

Amr : Why did the ancient Egyptians (2)................................. glass to study the sky ? 

Taha :To see the planets better. However, the first telescope was not (3) ……… until 

          the sixteenth century. 

Amr : (4) ..................... is special about the observatory in Helwan ? 

Taha : It's the first modern observatory in Africa. 

 Supply the missing parts in the following two mini-dialogues : 

 Hany : I can't remember the word for something we use to see things far away ? 

Samy :……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Hany : Thanks, I mean that. 

Heba : …………………………………………………………………………………………………? 

Rania : It's an album. 

C Reading Comprehension(8 Marks) 
 Read the following , then answer the questions : 

      The ancient Egyptians were some of the first people to study the stars. Glass was made 

first in Egypt in around 3500 BCE, and people probably used the glass to see the planets 

better. However, the first telescope was not invented until the sixteenth century. From 330 BCE 

to 168 CE, many famous scientists visited Egypt to study the earth and space. Eratosthenes, 

from Greece, measured the size of the earth for the first time after he spent time in Aswan. In 

the second century, Ptolemy of Alexandria wrote a famous book about how the planets and 

stars moved in space. In the eleventh century, buildings called observatories were built around 

Egypt to study the stars. Today, the observatory at Helwan is called The National Research 

Institute of Astronomy and Geophysics. It is one of the most important observatories in Africa. 

a. Answer the following questions: 

1. Why did the ancient Egyptians use glass to study the sky ? 

.......................................................................................................................... 

2. What was invented in the sixteenth century ? 

.......................................................................................................................... 

3. What was Eratosthenes first to do ? 

........................................................................................................................ 
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b. Choose the correct answer from a , b, c or d: 

4. In the ………………………. century, Ptolemy of Alexandria wrote a famous book. 

a. second              b. eleventh               c. first                   d. sixteenth 

5………………………. were built to study stars. 

a. Towers b. Pyramids c. Observatories d. Castles  

D. The Reader (8 Marks) 
a Match column A with column B: 

a) noticed that the knees of Spaulding's trousers were dirty and had holes 1- Holmes  

b) knew about the crime from Mr Holmes. 2- 2- The thieves 

c) was the manager of the bank. 3- Mr Merryweather  

d) wanted to reach the cellar in the bank and steal the gold.  4- Watson  

e) had a plan against Mr Wilson.  
b. Answer the following questions: 

1. Who was Peter Jones? ........................................................................................... 

2. Where was Mr Merryweather’s bank? 

........................................................................................................................... 

3. Why do you think Mr Spaulding told Mr Wilson about the new job with the Red- Headed 

League?................................................................................................................ 

4. What do you think the thieves were doing when Mr Wilson was at the Red-Headed League? 

........................................................................................................................... 

Vocabulary & Structure (14 Marks) -E 
Choose the correct answer from a, b , c or d  

1 - A/An ………….. is something you were to protect your head. 

a. glove                   b. earphone                c. telescope                d. helmet 

2- A hundred years is a ……………….. 

a. month                 b. century                    c. decade                   d. week 

3- Scientists use the latest…………….. and computers to study space. 

a. telescopes           b. helmets                   c. news                       d. pockets 

4- ………….. were built around Egypt to study the stars. 

a. Ships                  b. Schools                      c. Researches             d. Observatories 

5- The National Research ………….. of Astronomy and Geophysics is at Helwan. 

a. School                 b. University                  c. Institute                 d. Class 

6- The…………….. of something is how big or small it is. 

a. size                     b. colour                        c. depth                    d. length 

7-A person in your family, for example an aunt is a ……………. 

a. friend                 b. firefighter                 c. relative                  d. policeman 

8- The earth is a ……………….. 

a. star                    b. sky                             c. cloud                       d. planet 

Read and correct the underlined words: 

1- What was ancient Egyptian soap make of?                                       ( ……………………. ) 

2- The opposite of forget is remind.                                                     ( ……………………. ) 

3- A lot of the world's coffee is grow in Brazil.                                      ( ……………………. ) 

4- Experiment is the things that are used for an activity.                     ( ……………………. ) 

Writing (6 Marks) -F 
Write a paragraph of six sentences on: 

"The role of scientists in our life " 

……................................................……………………………………………….……………

…....…………………………….………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………..…………………

……………………………………………………………………………………..…………………… 
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Test 10 

People who do this job often work in a laboratory. They sometimes help to find new medicines to 
help people who are ill. 

 

BOY: I’ve been running every day for a month, but 
I’m slow. What should I do to become faster? 
MAN: You should have lots of sleep and eat healthy food. 

Test 11 

Think of ways to make your revision interesting. If you’re learning vocabulary, write the words on 
paper and stick it on the walls. Make lists and diagrams with important information . 

 

If you want to do well in your geography exam, follow this advice! When you revise, you should 
always have a map so that you can check the spelling of countries and cities. 

Test 12 

 Mahmoud started taking photos when he went on a school trip to Lake Nasser about a year ago. 
The teachers liked one of his photos of the lake and put it in the school magazine. 

 

A man called Ramses Wissa Wassef started an  Art Centre in the 1950s. Ramses wanted people to 
learn the traditional Egyptian craft of weaving so that they could produce beautiful tapestries. 

Test 13 

Tamer went on a trip to elephantine island in Aswan. There is a beautiful temple there. 

 

The Djara cave is in the western desert.There, you can enjoy eating under the stars far from any 
lights. the rocks in the cave  look like frozen waterfalls. 

Test 14 

Japanese students have to wear a uniform at secondary school. Most students practise sports or 
music after school. Many students also have private lessons. 

 

We’re from England, but we went to Egypt on a family holiday last summer. We stayed in a hotel 
for ten days. There were lots of activities to do, including tennis, swimming and diving.  

Test 15 

The atmosphere is the air around the earth. This contains different gases. One of these is carbon 
dioxide. Although it is a natural gas, it can also be caused by pollution. 
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In the Luxor area, farmers are helping to stop desertification by growing plants called Jatropha. These 
plants have big green leaves. The seeds of the plants contain oil. 

Test 16 

Air usually contains water vapour which is blown by the wind. When this air meets a mountain, the air 
is moved up. 

Voice: You probably know that ice is made when it is zero degrees Celsius. However, did you know 
that you can find ice at the top of mountains even in the summer? We all know that clouds are 
moved by the wind, but did you know that some clouds are formed at a height of 2,000 metres? 

Test 17 

Today, I’m going to talk about the history of trains. I’ll start by to tell you about the early 1800s. 
This is when the first trains were used in England. They were all used in factories.  

Coffee was discovered in Ethiopia in the eleventh century. At first, the leaves of the coffee plant 
were boiled in water. The drink was used as medicine.

Test 18 

Yesterday, Ali went to the gym but unfortunately he fell and broke his leg. He was taken to the 
hospital in the morning  and went back home in the afternoon. 

Man 1: How do we get salt from the sea? 
Man 2: The salt water is put into an area of land. When it is sunny, the water evaporates and so 
we can use the salt. 

 

 


